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Attn: Mr. Elattuvalapil Sreedharan				   	   	   1st December, 2006
C/o Mr Anuj Dayal
Chief Public Relations Officer
NBCC Place, Pragati Vihar
Bhishma Pitamah Marg,
New Delhi 110 003
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Subject : Student Concession in Metro Fare


Dear Mr. Sreedharan,

I am from a group called United Students and we represent the student community of Delhi University. With due research and students voicing their concerns we have found the monthly expenditure of students traveling to Vishwavidyalaya in the metro  to be alarmingly high, considering the fact that most students have a limited amount of money.

A student traveling from Dwarka to Vishwavidyalaya  for instance has to pay Rs.42 a day traveling both ways, which taking only 26 days of travel comes to about Rs.1000 a month. This is by no standards affordable, especially for the low-income student groups. This is why there is an increasing demand among students for a Student concession in the metro fare.

After some research, one proposal our group came up with was a student concession model based on your already existing Tourist Card system. A student can pay a fixed amount and buy a student card, which can be obtained with adequate proof. This card will have a facility for unlimited travel for a month within a given fare amount.  For example a student would buy a card for Rs.200 and have the facility of unlimited travel for a month.

To make this method foolproof, you can apply this concession only on travel to and from Vishwavidyalaya. This would greatly reduce chances of fraudulent use of these cards and make sure only students take advantage of the concession. Any loss of revenue would be more than offset in one time advance accruals to DMRC amounting to crores if we add together the 1 lakh odd students of DU.

We would be glad to discuss the issue with you in person and put forth the concerns of Delhi University students, and discuss the matter in greater detail. We hope that you will co-operate with us in safeguarding student interests and finding a common solution.

Yours Sincerely




Krishna Kaul
Mobile: 9811360663
For United Students

